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OUR SCHOOL
From 5 to 16 July, the Summer
School «Architecture of
Eco-Tourism Complexes in the
Arctic: Opening “Terra
Incognita”» was organized by
St Petersburg State University
of Architecture and Civil
Engineering in collaboration
with Hokkaido University
(Japan).
Participants had incorporating
virtual city tours an intensive
program incorporating
lectures, discussions,
workshops and design of their
own projects under the
guidance of summer school
tutors.
8LIǽVWXXLIQEXMGPIGXYVITEVX
was devoted to the history of
Arctic Architecture, its
potential and features of
FYMPHMRKHIWMKRMRXLMWWTIGMǽG
climate.
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After the theoretical part, the
students worked in teams and
developed a design project
for a tourist complex in the
Russian Arctic. In the course of
workshops, they received
consultations of their tutors.
The results were presented on
XLIǽREPHE]SJXLIWGLSSP

Fedor Perov
SPbGASU

Igor Ivanov
SPbGASU

Aleksandra Eremeeva
SPbGASU

Yana Elizarova
SPbGASU

Japan
China
Shri Lanka
Russia

Tsuyoshi Setoguchi
Hokkaido University

Takafumi Fukuyama
Hokkaido University

Taro Mori
Hokkaido University

Norihiro Watanabe
Hokkaido University
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CITY TOURS
St. Petersburg is a city closely
connected to the study and
development of the Arctic.
Famous expeditions,
outstanding scientists and
sailors began their journey
from the banks of the Neva
River. Today in St. Petersburg
the personnel for the Arctic
industry is trained and
advanced technologies for the
development of polar
territories are introduced.
There are many historical
QSRYQIRXWWGMIRXMǽGERH
educational institutions,
industrial enterprises
associated with the
development of the Arctic.
St. Petersburg, as one of the
largest tourist centers, makes a
great contribution to the
development of polar tourism.
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On the bank of the Neva River
stays the Icebreaker "Krasin",
which made two trips around
the world. The icebreaker
sailed the seas until 1989. Now
it is a unique museum, which
has a fund of more than 5,000
items and tourists can have an
excursion on the board of the
legendary Icebracker.
The Museum of the Arctic and
Antarctic was founded on
November 22, 1930. Today it is
one of the largest museums in
the world dedicated to the
polar theme. Its funds number
about 70 000 items of storage,
among which there are
authentic artifacts,
photographs, works of art.
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LECTURES

Especially, we will introduce an
urban design method using
wind tunnel experiments and
CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) snow simulation.

7YWXEMREFPI9VFER(IWMKR%TTVSEGL[MXL7RS[ERH;MRH7MQYPEXMSRJSV;MRXIV'MXMIW
This lecture introduces you a new urban design approach using wind and snow simulation
for cities that experience severe winters (hereinafter referred to as winter cities). Urban
designs that consider regional climatic conditions are one of the most important
ETTVSEGLIWJSVHIZIPSTMRKWYWXEMREFPIGMXMIW-RGMXMIWXLEXWYǼIVJVSQLIEZ]WRS[ERHGSPH
[MRHWMR[MRXIVERYVFERHIWMKRETTVSEGLHMǼIVIRXXLERXLEXYWIHJSV[EVQGMXMIWWLSYPH
FIYWIH8LMWPIGXYVITVIWIRXWEWGMIRXMǽGHIWMKRTVSGIWW XLIWYWXEMREFPIHIWMKRETTVSEGL 
that incorporates environmental and energy assessments that use snow and wind
simulations to establish guidelines for the design of urban blocks so that the impact of
snow and wind can be minimized in these cities.

Tsuyoshi Setoguchi
Hokkaido University

8LII\TIGXIHIǼIGXSJXLMW
lecture is to help you
understand the common
issues in winter cities around
the world, and to learn how to
design cities incorporating
RI[WGMIRXMǽGXIGLRSPSK]XS
solve these issues.

Tourism
ourism
Norihiro Watanabe
Hokkaido University
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LECTURES

scientists and architects. A
typical Arctic city is compact,
GSQJSVXEFPIERHWIPJWYǿGMIRX
It is required to propose a new
architectural model of the
Northern city with a
comfortable living
environment.

%VGLMXIGXYVIMRXLI%VXMGTEWXTVIWIRXERHJYXYVI
This lecture introduces you to the Arctic cities of Russia. The current state of the Arctic cities
of Russia is not the completion of random development processes, but is the result of a
consistent solution of tasks aimed at developing this gigantic territory in the interests of
developing the country's economic potential, establishing Russia's position on the northern
borders in the interests of the present and future generations of the country. The beginning
SJQEVOIXVIJSVQWMR6YWWMELEWWMKRMǽGERXP]MRǾYIRGIHXLI[SVOSJXLIMRJVEWXVYGXYVI
created in the Far North and approaches to the further development of these territories. To
WSPZIXLITVSFPIQWSJ2SVXLIVRGMXMIWMXMWMQTSVXERXXSYWIXLII\TIVMIRGISJWGMIRXMǽG
research and design work of the previous industrial period, which was accumulated by

Fedor Perov
SPbGASU

es
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dmLECTURES
'VIEXMSRSJWRS[ERHMGIXSYVMWQMR.ETERIWIGSPHGPMQEXIEVIE
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Snow-shoveling
tour
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(volunteer
(volunteer
tourism)
tourism)
Snow
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IceTourism
Tourism
&Ice
Ice &&Ice
This lecture introduces you to a trend of snow and ice tourism in northern Japan with three
perspectives. You will see the variety of current snow and ice tourism styles in Japan from a
perspective of the international comparison. You will learn the process of utilizing unused
community resources, snow and ice, in the context of positive transformation in negative
situation. And lastly, you will consider the latest meaning of snow and ice tourism creation in
the long history of the relationship between human and nature, snow and ice. Especially, we
will focus on the fundamental question, why on earth we create snow and ice tourism,
thorough a perspective of enhancing value of them in the North. This lecture introduces
you a trend of snow and ice tourism in northern Japan with three perspectives.

Takafumi Fukuyama
Hokkaido University

Hokkaido
Hokkaido
university
university
cal
ricalbuilding
building
bybythe
the
earthquake
earthquake
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8LII\TIGXIHIǼIGXSJXLMW
lecture would possibly be the
recognition change of snow
and ice in your daily life in
such severe winter.
Furthermore, we will discuss
the environmental issue, not
JVSQEWGMIRXMǽGWIVMSYW
approach, but from an
enjoyable approach which
should be the major
characteristic of tourism.
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8LIVQEPMRWTIGXMSRJSVVIXVSǽXSJLMWXSVMGEPFYMPHMRKMR.ETERIWIGSPHGPMQEXIVIKMSR

8LIVQEPVIXVSǽXMWFIMRKERIWWIRXMEPXIGLRMUYIJSVXLIVIRSZEXMSRSJLMWXSVMGEPFYMPHMRKWMR
XLIGSPHGPMQEXIEVIE8LIFIRIǽXWSJXLIVQEPVIXVSǽXEVI4VIZIRXMSRSJHIXIVMSVEXMSR
Reduction of the heating cost that eases maintenance and management and Reduction of
okkaido university
LIEXMRKTS[IV[LMGLHIGVIEWIEVMWOSJǽVI%PWSXLIVIRSZEXMSRMQTVSZIWXLILYQER
comfort of visited tourists and workers for the building. In this lecture, we will give the
information about:
1. The technique for insulation and air-tightness on traditional Japanese building,
2. The history of R&D of a residential building in the Japanese cold climate region,
astern 3.iburi
earthquake
2018,historical
43 people
were killed by landslide
Thermal
inspection forin
Japanese
buildings.

The main results of this
investigation can be used in
other regions with cold
climate.
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Taro Mori
Hokkaido University
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Related
RelatedtotoSnow
Snow&&Ice
Ice
LECTURES
8LI%VGXMGERHXLI*EV2SVXL1EWXIV(IKVII4VSKVEQSǼIVIHF]*EGYPX]SJ%VGLMXIGXYVI
7X4IXIVWFYVK7XEXI9RMZIVWMX]SJ%VGLMXIGXYVIERH'MZMP)RKMRIIVMRK
This lecture introduces the Master's program at the Faculty of Architecture of St. Petersburg
State University. The general goals and tasks solved during the master's degree program
and the basic principles of the organization of the learning process are considered. The
thesis project of Daria Vabishchevich "The Cultural Center of Arctic tourism in Vorkuta"is
considered in detail.A brief historical overview of Vorkuta with a characteristicof the region
and an assessment of its development potential is presented. The stages of the project
implementation and research work are considered. The system of pre-project analysis is
shown.
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Igor Ivanov
SPbGASU

The sequence of making
project decisions based on the
MHIRXMǽIHTVMRGMTPIWMW
demonstrated. A
variable approach to
designing and optimizing
a three-dimensional solution is
shown. Special attention is
paid to the formation
of a strategy for the life of the
building and territory in
HMǼIVIRXWIEWSRW
The process of choosing and
HIǽRMRKEREVGLMXIGXYVEP
solution is shown with the
detail design method using
wind tunnel experiments and
CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) snow simulation.
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LECTURES

The dispersed structure is an
obligatory feature of glamping
dwelling, which distinguishes a
traditional hotel in the open.
Such a complex can even be
located in a national park.
Glamping tourism is not very
EǼSVHEFPIFYXQIEWYVIWXS
protect the environment can
be taken at the expense of the
money earned from rental.

)GSPSKMGEPXSYVMWXGSQTPI\IWTVMRGMTPIWSJEVGLMXIGXYVEPSVKERM^EXMSR
Ecotourism is a dynamically evolving section of the global tourism industry. Promotion of
ecotourism and its development as a type of mass recreation increases the man-caused
impact on protected areas due to accommodation and tours, which, in its turn, leads to an
imminent threat to the environment when ecotourism becomes anti-ecological.
In practice, the organization of ecotourism is closely related to the service infrastructure that
can help regulate tourist programs. In order to save unique natural territories from the
harmful impact of touristic activities, the organization of tours that includes accommodation
in natural landscapes, as well as the service infrastructure, should be conceptually reviewed.
Glamping is one of the forms of truly
ecological tourism. The name is
derived from “glamorous camping”.
Glamping means recreation in the
wild, remotely from civilization.
However, as opposed to traditional
camping with places for tents or
caravans, glamping complexes
include all-inclusive services. Tourists
are accommodated in small houses
or capsules located in the natural
environment without harming it.
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Aleksandra Eremeeva
SPbGASU

Yana Elizarova
SPbGASU
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TERIBERKA

TEAM

Irina Slukina

Oksana Vasilyeva

Kristina Kozlenkova

Kejia Shi

Anastasiya
Alexeevskaya

Zimeng Liu
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TERIBERKA

Target audience

Kinds of activities

Natural objects
Cycling trips
Waterfall

Barents Sea

Motorcycle
tourism

Cultural objects / sites
Fishing

Artillery hills

Ship Graveyard

22

Snowmobiling

Fishermen

Husky Riding

Extreme
athletes

Dragon Egg Beach

Hiking
Lakes

3ǼVSEHXSYVW

Drying rooms

Kiting

Eco-tourism

Gastronomic
tours

Iconic places

Whale watching

Northern
Lights
Observation

Winter kiting

Sauna

Photographers

Eco-fans

Hiking tourists

Natural objects
Cultural objects
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TERIBERKA
CONCEPT IDEA
The main concept idea came
from place identity.
Squeezed in between the
Barents Sea and snow-covered
hills around it, the dying-out
Pomor village of Teriberka is
one of the most picturesque
spots in Arctic Russia.
The combination of remoteness and accessibility, land &
water & air, authentic northern
village and post-Soviet
housing, all kinds of tourist
attractions, and all-season use
make it absolutely unique.
However, the main authenticity
is, of course, whales.
Teriberka is the only place in
Russia where you can watch
whales. Whale skeletons resonate with the ship shells and
form the brand known from
the Leviathan movie.

24

CONCEPT IDEA
The idea was:
to bring back the link between
the land and the waterscape;
- to formulate protection areas
based on existing water
protection zones and main
perspective views directions;
- to outline zones with middle,
high and low recreational
load;
- to create a single land-waterair route, link various tourist
attractions, and adopt
HMWXERGIWJSVHMǼIVIRXX]TIWSJ
tourists: Fast, Easy&Secure
and Less
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TERIBERKA

VISIT CENTER
The basis of the concept of the
Visit Center is an integrated
approach to creating a public
space in the structure of the
formed environment of
Teriberka.

VISIT CENTER
The next step was moving
forward to the object level.
Visit Center unites new and
old. It is located in the
welcoming historical part and
combines the spirit of Pomor
village, existing buildings and
energy saving technilogies.
Australian Underwater Discovery Centre

Visit area
Event zone
Guest house area
Public spa area
Local housing area
New buildings
Vennesla library

26

Restauration&adaptation
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TERIBERKA
WHALE CENTER
On the opposite, The Whale
museum is placed at a
distance from the Soviet part.
It literally represents
connection with the sea and
the authentic name of
Leviathan village. The whale is
half-submerged into the sea.
Invisible from Teriberka,it
arises from the water at low
tide and hides back later.

Australian Underwater Discovery Centre

WHALE CENTER
is built with all natural and
local materials and is
eco-friendly. The Whale Center
is a multifunctional building
that contains a museum of
nature, a visitor centre, a diving
centre and an underwater
restaurant. The building has
X[SǾSSVWSRPERHERHSRI
YRHIV[EXIV[LMGLIǼIGXMZIP]
utilizes the environment and
brings visitors a perfect travel
experience.

The Whale by Dorte Mandrup
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TERIBERKA
FUNICULAR ROUTE
There are a lot of events held
in Teriberka. The most
important are the movie
festival Midnight Sun, Polar
night and Northern lights.
People visit the village more
often for watching this
phenomenon. However, there
are many more exciting sites
and activities that everyone
should experience.
The concept is based on
discovering nature through
ourselves during the amazing
funicular route.

Concept idea

engine

shape

space

function

JELLYFISH ROOM
8LI.IPP]ǽWL6SSQMWER
underwater glass house that
can be accessed from the land
and then lowered with the
building's own power unit until
it is balanced in the water,
where people can stay and
enjoy the ocean.

WXǾSSVTPER

zoning

30
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TEAM

FRANZ JOZEF
LAND

Daria Osetrina

Margarita Krivorotko

Lyudmila Spirina

Julia Saveleva

Ilya Yunchis

Kseniya Goncharova
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FRANZ JOZEF
LAND

Target audience

Kinds of activities
о. Рудольфа

о. Ева-Лив

Natural objects
о. Джексона
о. Пайера
о. Аполлонова

о. Кверини

Boat Cruise Tours

Bird markets

о. Столички

Cape Tegethof

о. Циглера

Rubin Rock

Walking tours
о. Земля
Александры

о. Чампа
о. Земля
Георга
о. Кетлица

Stone Balls of
Champ Island

Bird Markets

о. Гааля
о. Алджера

Cultural objects / sites
о. Белл

о. Гукера

о. МакКлинтока

о. Нортбрук
о. Вильчека

The lighthouse on
cape of desires

Rookery
Walrus Rookery

Walrus rookeries

о. Земля
Вильчека

о. Хейса
о. Матильды

скала Рубин
о. Мейбел

Bay Quiet

Extreme
athletes

7GMIRXMǽGXSYVMWQ
of the polar Explorers
station

Polar bears and wild
arctic foxes

Pilgrimage tours

Whale watching

7XYH]SJǾSVE

Sea voyages

Photographers

Eco-fans

Researchers

Scientists and
employees

Reserve of "Stone balls"
Eira's House

34

Historical sites
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FRANZ JOZEF
LAND
CONCEPT IDEA
8LIƖSRGITX[EWFEWIHSRXLI
idea that we are trying build
trustful and open relationships
between people.
We are trying to implement
the methodology which
involves human emotions.
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CONCEPT IDEA
We suppose that shared
emotions help people
understand each other. In
addition, vivid emotions,
both positive and opposite
one such as fear, help people
better understand themselves,
rise consciousness
and unlock their potential.
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FRANZ JOZEF
LAND
ANALYSIS
The team was given a
platform, which was then
subjected to thorough
analysis. Each of the team
members started analyzing the
terrain and collecting data
EFSYXMX8LIXIEQMHIRXMǽIH
the main consumers of the
future tourist complexes, the
type of activity of the city.
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ZONES
;ISǼIVSYVXSYVMWXWXS
experience 3 types of
emotions: fear in the extreme
zone, emotions of peace and
tranquillity in the meditation
zone - in the water zone, and
concentration during studing
themself
in the mind zone located in
tourist complex.
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FRANZ JOZEF
LAND
THE PUBLIC BLOCK
is important part of the
complex, is the central public
area that unites the glamping
complex. From the residential
area, the visitor can enter to
the public block in order to
get information about events,
available locations and
answers to all questions on the
information stand.

HOUSING
8LMWXSYVMWXGSQTPI\SǼIVWMXW
visitors a luxury vacation: this is
an expensive trip for those
who appreciate extreme
conditions, thrills and unique
pastime. Rest in the far north
with all facilities as comfortable
housing, saunas, leisure areas
and coworking spaces - this is
[LEXWTIGMǽIWXLIRI[JSVQEX
of tourism in the
Franz Josef Land.

WXERHWXǾSSVTPERW

40
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KIROVSK

TEAM

Fedor Zyanchurin

Artem Kolibaba

Navindu Devaraja
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KIROVSK

Target audience

Kinds of activities

Natural objects

Mountain resort
Kukisvumchorr

Lake
Big Woodyavr

Botanical
Garden

Mountain resort
Big Woodyavr

Cultural objects / sites

Museum of
Apatite

Spasskaya
Church
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Palace of sport
Miner

Cycling trips

3ǼVSEHXSYVW

Snowmobiling

Snowboarders
and skiers

Hiking

Eco-tourism

Husky Riding

Extreme
athletes

Motorcycle
tourism

Gastronomic
tours

Northern
Lights
Observation

Photographers

Fishing

Tactile
zoos with deer

Ski resorts

Eco-fans

Rafting

Hang gliding
ǾMKLXW

Sauna

Families

Natural objects
Cultural objects
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KIROVSK
CONCEPT IDEA
%XXLIWXEKISJXLIǽVWX
acquaintance with the territory,
promising directions for the
development of the city were
MHIRXMǽIHEW[IPPEWXLIQEMR
tourist features, such as
mountain routes and ore
mining quarries. The main
problem of tourism in Kirovsk
was the lack of an integrated
approach to the organization
of recreation and activities
both in the city itself and in the
vast surrounding natural
territory. Developed quarries,
old enterprises, mountain
routes and extreme types of
tourism have not yet been
linked into a single tourism
system.
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CONCEPT IDEA
The existing ski resorts and
tourist complexes were
analyzed. Based on the
existing problems, the ways of
developing the resort business
are proposed. Consumers are
MHIRXMǽIHMRHMǼIVIRXWIEWSRW
For summer holidays, the lake
is more involved, for winter the
ski track.
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KIROVSK
CONCEPT IDEA
The idea of the complex is to
YWIHMǼIVIRXXIVVMXSVMIWXS
reach a larger audience, by
YWMRKHMǼIVIRXEGXMZMXMIW8LI
use of the mountain, water
space and forest helps to
create a versatile tourist
GSQTPI\XLEXSǼIVWHMǼIVIRX
scenes of recreation at
HMǼIVIRXXMQIWSJXLI]IEV

ũƓƑƍƏƍƉƐƤƒƅƆƐƣƉƊƒƍƤƌƅ
ƖƊƇƊƕƒƠƑƖƍƤƒƍƊƑƒƅƖƏƐƓƒƊƈƓƕƠ
x10
Houses for watching the Northern
lights

ųƗƊƐơƕƊƖƗƓƕƅƒƇ
ƈƓƕƅƚ
Ski resort

ůƅƒƅƗƒƠƎƔƓƉƟDrawing the internal appearance

ƦƑƒƍƏƍƈƓƕƒƓƐƠƋƒƅƤƗƕƅƖƖƅ
Cable car and ski
track

ŴƊƕƖƔƊƏƗƍƇƒƅƤƌƓƒƅ
ƕƅƌƑƊƞƊƒƍƤ
ƗƘƕƍƖƗƍƜƊƖƏƓƈƓƏƓƑƔƐƊƏƖƅ
A promising area
for the placement
of a tourist complex

ŴƊƕƖƔƊƏƗƍƇƒƅƤƌƓƒƅ
ƕƅƌƑƊƞƊƒƍƤ
ƗƘƕƍƖƗƍƜƊƖƏƓƈƓƏƓƑƔƐƊƏƖƅ
A promising area
for the placement
of a tourist complex

ŧƍƌƍƗƛƊƒƗƕ
Visit Center
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ųƗƊƐơƕƊƖƗƓƕƅƒƇ
ƈƓƕƅƚ
Ski resort

ũƓƑƍƏƍƉƐƤƒƅƆƐƣƉƊƒƍƤƌƅƖƊƇƊƕƒƠƑ
ƖƍƤƒƍƊƑƒƅƖƏƐƓƒƊƈƓƕƠ
x10
Houses for watching the Northern lights

ůƅƒƅƗƒƠƎ
ƔƓƉƟƦƑƒƍƏƍ
ƈƓƕƒƓƐƠƋƒƅƤ
ƗƕƅƖƖƅ
Cable car and ski
track
ŶŴťƏƓƑƔƐƊƏƖ
ƒƅƉƇƓƉƓƎ
SPA complex over
the water

CONCEPT IDEA
The complex contains 2 public
buildings- ski resort and spa
hotel, connected by a cable
car. Also on the territory there
are separate houses for
seekers of the northern lights
or for lovers of a secluded
holiday in the forest

ŸƊƉƍƒƊƒƒƠƊƉƓƑƍƏƍƇƐƊƖƘ
x10
houses in the forest

ŶŴťƏƓƑƔƐƊƏƖ
ƒƅƉƇƓƉƓƎ
SPA complex over
the water

ŸƊƉƍƒƊƒƒƠƊ
ƉƓƑƍƏƍƇƐƊƖƘ
x10
houses in the
forest
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Schematic diagram

KIROVSK
MUSEUM
The museum complex will
serve as a starting point for
new arrivals. The future
scenario is planned here, the
choice of the type of
recreation and tourism takes
place here. There is also an
exhibition hall, which houses
temporary exhibitions. The
space can be transformed into
a lecture hall or events held for
tourists

50

-

SECLUDED HOUSES
on the mountain are created to
search for the northern lights.
Stained glass windows help
you to enjoy it to the fullest.
The houses are designed for
several types of families, for
couples and for a large family
with children
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TESTIMONIALS

Schematic diagram

‘These activities will certainly remain in my
memory for a long time,’ commented
Zimeng Liu, the summer school student
JVSQ'LMREǂERH-EQGSRǽHIRXXLEXXLI
experience gained here will help me in
building my career‘.

It was very cool and unusual to work
in a multicultural team under the
guidance of wonderful curators who
encouraged our ideas and helped us
develop them,’ said Kristina
Kozlenkova, SPbGASU student.

Navindu Devaraja: «Thanks SPbGASU
professors and coordinators for
understanding and support. It was an
interesting experience to know about
Japanese architecture practice. Thanks
them also for the lectures».
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‘The experience of working with the
participants has become truly
unique,’ said Yana Elizarova, senior
lecturer, Department of
Architectural Environment and
Landscape Design, SPbGASU.
I am very glad that the International School on Arctic Architecture has received a
TSWMXMZIJIIHFEGOJVSQSYVGSPPIEKYIWJVSQ.ETERERHWXYHIRXWJVSQHMǼIVIRX
countries,’ said Aleksandra Eremeeva, the summer school coordinator. ‘This is
SYVǽVWXI\TIVMIRGI8LISRPMRIJSVQEXLEWQEHIMXTSWWMFPIXSGVIEXIER
international team without borders. We will develop this program further. The
new dates for the summer school 2022 will be announced soon. We hope we will
be able to welcome our summer school students and professors from Hokkaido
University in person in St Petersburg.‘

Fedor Perov , head of Department of Architectural Design at
74F+%79MWEPWSGSRǽHIRXXLEXTVSNIGXWGSQTPIXIHEXEZIV]
good level will certainly become an important part of the
students’ portfolio and help them to immerse more in the
context of Arctic Architecture.
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OPEN CALL 2022
Do you want to know more about Eco-Friendly
Architecture in Cold Climate Areas? Then you
are welcome to join our Summer School
“Ecocamp: Architecture of Ecotourism in Cold
Climate Area” on July 4-15, 2022.
Uniquely designed for the students with an
architectural and technical background, our
Summer School gives you a chance to explore
the Kotlin Island, situated 30 km west from St
Petersburg, to know more about its history, to
WIIXLIGSQFMREXMSRSJJSVXMǽGEXMSRW]WXIQERH
breathtakingly beautiful nature and develop your
own ecological tourist complex in a multicultural.

The booklet was
designed by:
Yana Elizarova
Aleksandra Eremeeva
Fedor Perov
Artem Kolibaba
Nina Kolibaba
Lyudmila Spirina
Ilya Yunchis
Oksana Vasilyeva
Kristina Kozlenkova
Varvara Kuznetsova

Online application opens on October 1!
&IXLIǽVWXXSNSMRYW
https://summerschools.spbgasu.ru/
Summer School Manager
Aleksandra Eremeeva PhD
Associate Professor
arch.eremeeva@gmail.com
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